
Confirm with Seller they will allow their home

to be shown by an agent.

Have Seller remove or secure all firearms,

collections, valuables and medications.

Have seller turn all lights on and make sure

interior doors including closets and a few

windows are open for showings.

Buyers instructed not to touch anything and

remove footwear at the door.

Agent will open home for buyers and then

return to their car.

Recommended that agent be on the phone

with buyers, either video or voice while they are

in the home, buyers will return to their car,

agents will then lock up, close windows and

wipe down door knobs and such as needed in

the home.

If buyer wishes to make an offer. Agent can

have a zoom or voice call with their client to fill

out the necessary forms electronically then

send to client for electronic signature.

Agent should have an initial phone call with

seller going thru all amenities of the home, all

needed information pertinent to perform a

CMA.

Instruct seller to have home camera ready and

arrange for a time agent can be alone in the

home.

Agent will then go to the home, do a walk-thru

and take photos.

Agent will perform CMA.

Agent will have a video call with client to

present and discuss CMA.

All listing documents will be done

electronically and sent for electronic signature

for the listing.

Have Seller remove or secure all firearms,

collections, valuables and medications.
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Have Seller remove or secure all firearms, collections, valuables and medications.

Most building inspectors do not want agents at the inspections at this time, if the agent has to

be there to unlock the home, they can be there to unlock the home and then stay in their car.

Recommended buyers do not attend. If they need to, please do not show up until the end.

Many inspectors will do a video call walking buyer/agent thru the home with any issues.

Inspectors are taking extra precautions at this time. It is advisable to speak with them to

discuss so you can inform your buyers and sellers.

Inspection should not be a time to measure or show family members the home but a time for

the inspectors to focus on the inspection and safety precautions at hand.
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